TITLE: Greek Grammar I  (DAY/EVENING)  TERM: Fall 2021-2022

PROFESSOR: Jennifer Kaalund  CREDIT HOURS: 3

REGISTRATION: LIMITED TO: 15  UNLIMITED
# AUDITORS:  NO AUDITORS X

COURSE DESCRIPTION:
This course introduces students to the basics of biblical Greek and to the tools necessary for translating and interpreting New Testament Greek texts. Students will start with the Greek alphabet and learn the rudiments of grammar and syntax. They will learn basic vocabulary and develop the ability to parse and to translate simple sentences from the New Testament.

CLASS OBJECTIVES:
  a) to master Greek vocabulary and grammar in the first portion of Mounce’s, Basics of Biblical Greek Grammar;
  b) to translate exercises in Mounce’s workbook;
  c) to evaluate the grammatical and syntactical elements of select passages in the NT.

PREREQUISITES:
None

REQUIRED TEXTBOOKS/READING:

ASSIGNMENTS & GRADING:
  Weekly quizzes, two exams, homework assignments

ATTENDANCE: Required.